EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Purpose:
To receive School Board approval of the Southeast Tech 2016-2021 Strategic Plan and the revised institutional mission and vision statements.

During the 2015-2016 academic year, Southeast Technical Institute commissioned Market Street Services, Inc. to lead institute stakeholders through a Strategic Planning process. The outcome of that process was the development of revised institutional mission and vision statements and a 2016-2021 Strategic Plan.

To assure that all stakeholder groups had the opportunity for input into the planning process and mission and vision statements, a Strategic Vision Plan Project Committee made up of representatives from the institute (two administrators, four faculty, and four staff), and twelve external stakeholders (industry and secondary education representatives) met to develop the strategic plan and review/revise the mission and vision statements. Additional input was gathered through internal and external surveys and individual and group focus visits.

The outcome of the Strategic Planning process included:

1. Revised Mission statement: “To educate individuals for dynamic and rewarding careers that promote lifetime success and meet the workforce needs of our region.”
   (Previous Mission statement: “To educate individuals for employment opportunities, professional growth and life-long learning.”)

2. Revised Vision statement: “Educational excellence for tomorrow’s workforce.”
   (Previous Vision statement: “Creating workforce excellence“)

3. A 2016-2021 Strategic Plan

On September 20, 2016, the Southeast Tech Council reviewed the proposed mission, vision and strategic plan and voted to recommend adoption of all three to the School Board.

Administrative Recommendation to School Board:
Approval of the proposed mission, vision, and 2016-2021 Strategic Plan.
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INTRODUCTION

Since opening its doors in 1968, Southeast Technical Institute (Southeast Tech) has grown and adapted to the Sioux Falls region’s changing economic landscape and labor market demands. Over the decades, it has continued to strive to create workforce excellence, meet the needs of the business community, and train and educate individuals for employment opportunities, professional growth, and life-long learning. However, there remain issues and obstacles that have challenged Southeast Tech’s growth, including biases against trade employment sectors, low unemployment rates, structural and governance issues, and others. Despite these constraints, Southeast Tech has continued to be productive and garner positive feedback from employers on the quality and employability of Institute graduates. A foundational question for Southeast Tech’s new vision plan is how much more effective could the Institute be if its structural and operational challenges were effectively addressed.

The Institute’s last official strategic planning process was conducted in 2005 and incorporated actions focused on a five-year strategic implementation window. By 2008, Southeast Tech had largely accomplished the tasks from the 2005 plan or determined them to not be viable for further pursuit. At that point, subsequent years have seen Southeast Tech conduct annual strategic assessment and prioritization. With the regional and national economies recalibrating after the end of the Great Recession and workforce capacity and availability emerging as the Sioux Falls area’s principal competitive concern, it is a valuable time to revisit long-term strategic planning at Southeast Tech.

The full complement of research into Southeast Tech’s past strategic planning and feedback from public, private, and institutional stakeholders from across the Sioux Falls region and the Southeast Tech community led to key findings and conclusions that informed the structure and content of this Strategic Vision Plan. Through effective implementation of its strategy, Southeast Tech will help to ensure a more sustainable talent pipeline for local businesses and continue to provide quality education and training opportunities for Southeast Tech’s students.

Assessment and confirmation of the Institute’s vision and mission will provide guideposts to inform the school’s future operations, programs, and partnerships. With workforce availability representing the Sioux Falls region’s principal competitive concern, Southeast Tech’s Strategic Vision Plan is both timely and necessary as the community seeks to sustain its growth and provide employers with the talent they need to be successful.

While the larger question of greater in-migration and talent recruitment is vital to Sioux Falls’ economic future, this strategy specifically addresses the enhanced and vital training role for Southeast Tech in the region’s workforce development system.
PROCESS OVERVIEW

The Southeast Tech Strategic Vision Plan occurred in three phases, each of which were guided by an engaged Planning Committee of representatives from Southeast Tech faculty and staff, leaders from the business community, and other committed stakeholders.

**Phase 1: Project Initiation and Stakeholder Input**

This first phase of the process focused on reviewing previous planning efforts and strategic goal setting work that has been done over the past decade. An online survey, individual interviews, and focus groups were conducted to help identify opportunities, challenges, and strategic priorities for Southeast Tech. The input gathered was used to develop the report and in the subsequent phases of this process.

**Phase 2: Strategic Assessment**

The Strategic Assessment reported the findings and feedback gathered during the stakeholder input sessions, along with a review of past strategic processes. The Assessment provided a concise narrative that outlined the strategic implications of the research. During a facilitated session with the Strategic Planning Committee, members were asked to focus on high-level goals and objectives that informed development of this Strategic Vision Plan and ensured that the strategic recommendations were well-informed, relevant, and appropriate.

**Phase 3: Strategic Vision Plan**

Understanding that the core questions of this process are “what does Southeast Tech want to be?” and “what does the region need it to be?”, this Strategic Vision Plan provides a framework for answering those questions and outlining the goals and objectives necessary to achieve desired results. These goals and objectives emerged from the research and Strategic Project Committee discussions, supplemented by Market Street’s perspective on institutional best practices and structural dynamics. Accompanying these will be high-level tactical opportunities for Southeast Tech administration, faculty, staff, and governing leadership to consider and formalize during strategic implementation.
PROJECT COMMITTEE

Market Street would like to recognize and thank the members of the Southeast Tech Strategic Vision Plan Project Committee for their service to this effort. Committee members were critical to the success of the initiative, shaping the strategy through various feedback channels and meeting sessions. Representing a broad group of leaders from the public and private sectors, the Committee was responsible for reviewing project deliverables, providing feedback, and participating in discussions about the future direction of Southeast Tech.

The following individuals served on the Project Committee:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Company/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jean</td>
<td>Bender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff</td>
<td>Boldt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda</td>
<td>Bormann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike</td>
<td>Bruske</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nate</td>
<td>Buseman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JoEllen</td>
<td>DeSchamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick</td>
<td>Fosheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie</td>
<td>Gongopolous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pam</td>
<td>Hilber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim</td>
<td>Jacobsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim</td>
<td>Kayl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy</td>
<td>Knecht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah</td>
<td>Letcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy</td>
<td>McManus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason</td>
<td>Merritt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chellee</td>
<td>Nemec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xavier</td>
<td>Pastrano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott</td>
<td>Reed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline</td>
<td>Rexwinkel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>Schulz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana</td>
<td>VanderWoude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik</td>
<td>VanLaecken</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Market Street would also like to thank Jeff Holcomb, President of Southeast Tech, and Vicki Oswald, Executive Assistant to the President of Southeast Tech, for their assistance and guidance during this process.
STRATEGIC VISION PLAN

Southeast Tech has the potential through the effective implementation of its strategic vision to enhance its role and capacity to assist in the development of a sustainable supply of trained workers to support continued regional economic growth and wealth creation. By building stronger relationships with partners across the spectrum of local public and private entities, the Institute can exert a more active and visible leadership role in the Sioux Falls area’s workforce development system.

Strategic Assessment

The Strategic Assessment was comprised of two principal sections. The first looked at the history of recent strategic planning at Southeast Tech while the second incorporated analysis of Southeast Tech’s strategic planning history and current challenges and opportunities from the perspective of public, private, and institutional leaders and stakeholders in the Sioux Falls area.

STRATEGIC ACTIVITY REVIEW

- The majority of tasks from Southeast Tech’s previous five-year strategic plan in 2005 were accomplished by 2008, so the Institute switched to annual strategic planning. Efforts have principally been focused on three priority areas: Student Success, Collaborative Relationships, and Leverage Resources.
- The challenge of assessing Southeast Tech’s strategic attainment was that performance metrics were tracked internally but not reported publically. Data was also not tied to strategic development or implementation measurement.
- Public performance-tracking assessments principally included the reporting of activity measures and not quantifiable metrics. Quantifiable goals included unduplicated headcount and student retention rates. Southeast Tech met its enrollment goal twice during this time period, in 2009-10 and 2011-12. Retention goals were met in both academic years since it became a benchmark.

QUALITATIVE THEMES AND ANALYSIS

- Southeast Tech was consistently praised for producing well-trained graduates for in-demand career fields and its high placement rate. Affordability, facilities, and faculty were also among identified strengths.
- Serious concerns over the Institute’s governance structure, sustainability and enhancement capacity, and degree and course transferability are impacting its overall efficacy, future impact, and capacity.
- Extremely tight labor market and reported biases against technical careers have also exacerbated shortages. Ultimately, Southeast Tech’s output of graduates is limited by a shortage of “bodies in the seats.” In other words, there have been difficulties attracting a sufficient number of students to fill program slots and meet employers’ demands for qualified applicants.
KEY RESEARCH TAKEAWAYS

- Southeast Tech is the best positioned, most experienced, and accomplished asset the region can leverage to align workforce training with the ongoing needs of area businesses. This is in the face of the fact that South Dakota is the only state that does NOT have or support a statewide community college system.

- Issues other than programmatic capacity and focus were identified as the most strategically relevant. These included:
  - Promotion of Southeast Tech and its programs;
  - The Institute’s relationships with and support from regional businesses and school district officials;
  - Regional and statewide perception of the value of technical education;
  - Resource capacity; and
  - Governance dynamics.

- Ultimately, Southeast Tech’s strategy development and implementation assessment must be informed by quantifiable and publically reported performance measurements.

Mission and Vision

A component of Southeast Tech’s 2016 Strategic Vision Plan was the confirmation and refreshing of the institution’s Mission and Vision statements. Market Street worked with the Project Committee to discuss and refine these statements to ensure that they reflect Southeast Tech’s core values, institutional purpose, and future goals. The final statements are below.

MISSION STATEMENT

*To educate individuals for dynamic and rewarding careers that promote lifetime success and meet the workforce needs of our region.*

VISION STATEMENT

*Educational excellence for tomorrow’s workforce.*
Strategic Structure

Proposed strategic goal areas suggested by project research were confirmed through voting and discussion at the Project Committee’s December 2015 meeting. The four goals and associated objectives are interrelated and must be pursued under a coordinated implementation framework. Many strategic activities in individual goal areas have direct correlation to the potential success of tactics in another goal category. Thus, Southeast Tech’s Strategic Vision Plan should not be seen as a collection of differentiated goals and objectives but rather as an integrated program of work to be coordinated by Southeast Tech with the support of public and private partners from across the Sioux Falls region and statewide. Currently, the goals are ordered alphabetically and not by priority. The Project Committee will have the option to reorder the strategic structure based on changing priorities in the future.

The following graphic displays the structure of Southeast Tech’s Strategic Vision Plan:

![Strategic Vision Plan Diagram]

The principal goal and objective areas of Southeast Tech’s Strategic Vision Plan, as well as numerous potential tactics underneath them, are consistent with takeaways and priority focus areas emerging from a November 2015 program at Southeast Tech titled “The Art of Hosting – World Café.” Facilitated discussion among Institute faculty, staff, and students centered around three principal questions: 1) What have you found most meaningful about your experience at/with Southeast Tech?, 2) What would inspire prospective students to
pursue education at Southeast Tech?, and 3) What opportunities, if pursued, could strengthen the student experience and future workforce success?

Bulleted lists of key topic and response areas as well as recaps of principal discussion themes from the Art of Hosting session have been incorporated into this Strategic Vision Plan. As noted, the takeaways from World Café conversations were consistent with the qualitative feedback that largely informed the dynamics of this Vision Plan.
Priority Actions

Though all components of Southeast Tech’s Strategic Vision Plan are important for the Institute’s future, there are certain activities that are higher priority in terms of urgency, impact, and implementation phasing. These will help more effectively move the bar on key outcome measures such as increased student retention and attraction, optimized graduate placement in high-value jobs, and fiscal sustainability for the Institute. The Vision Plan Project Committee helped identify and confirm strategic priorities through discussion in meetings as well as online surveys.

Listed sequentially, the following actions represent the highest priority recommendations of the Southeast Tech Strategic Vision Plan. The ordering of actions does not imply primacy. These activities should inform the Institute’s implementation timeline and resource development and investment strategies. Identifying and securing additional capacity to implement the Vision Plan will be critical as it will require additional resources to achieve desired success.

- 1.2.2 Continue to improve student success and retention
- 1.3.3 Continue planning, resourcing, and implementing actions to provide state-of-the-art facilities and technology to Southeast Tech students
- 2.1.4 Better utilize Southeast Tech alumni as promoters and supporters of the Institution
- 2.2.1 Commit resources to refresh Southeast Tech’s marketing message and campaign
- 3.1.1 Develop and manage productive relationships with Sioux Falls area companies and business groups
- 3.2.2 Continue processes to provide the optimal catalogue of Southeast Tech degree programs.
- 4.3.2 Design, implement, and sustain a Southeast Tech resource campaign

There are ongoing efforts and the promotion of the forthcoming Amendment R that will of course be immediate responsibilities although they did not finish as highly in voting.
1.0 Institutional Leadership and Management

One of the themes of the Strategic Vision Plan public input process was the continuing need for Southeast Tech to optimally engage its faculty, staff, and students in institutional processes, planning, and promotion. Complementing external communications with a more formalized internal program that can better incorporate feedback from Southeast Tech constituencies into institutional strategy and implementation will boost morale, improve internal and external perceptions, and increase the likelihood that stakeholders will promote Southeast Tech to their networks of influence. Institutional planning at all levels must purposefully and publically leverage robust and defensible data to inform decision-making and ensure that programmatic and operational expenditures are fully defensible and can demonstrate tangible return on investment. This will not only foster effective implementation of Southeast Tech’s Strategic Vision Plan but also support the Institute’s ongoing accreditation.

1.1 INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS

**GOAL:** Southeast Tech will effectively and strategically leverage perspectives of internal constituencies.

**TACTICAL OPPORTUNITIES:**

1.1.1 *Formalize and maintain dynamic internal communications tools and processes.*

- While external relationship building is important, the perspectives of those who work and study at Southeast Tech are vital to ensuring that the Institute is able to retain quality faculty and staff as well as students. It is not enough to just listen to internal stakeholders; positive and responsive actions must also be taken to address concerns and pursue opportunities.

- Southeast Tech currently conducts a number of surveys to assess the satisfaction of its principal internal constituency groups. Use of the Student Satisfaction Inventory as well as employee satisfaction survey should be maintained and enhanced as necessary. Leaders in each constituency category should be involved in discussions on how to optimize these tools.

- It is critical that students, staff, and faculty feel valued as critical members of the Southeast Tech community. As such, Southeast Tech should evaluate and optimize all internal communications criteria, including how constituencies want to be communicated with, what do they want to know, what is the best timing for engagement opportunities, what methods should be used.

- Southeast Tech administration should be purposeful in following up with students, faculty, and staff to communicate the findings of surveys and how they will be addressed. Data-driven performance assessment on identified issues and associated actions should also be generated and reported, perhaps through regular internal correspondences or tracking reports delivered electronically to all Institute accounts.

- Southeast Tech administrators should determine if current channels and platforms for communicating with internal constituencies are effective and sustainable. Investigation of available alternatives and methods of other technical institutes could inform strategies to upgrade or replace existing technologies and programs with best-in-class alternatives. The
Institute should also commit to effectively and strategically utilize the “infrastructure” of internal constituencies to foster and enhance communications. These may include mobile applications, online message boards, bulletin boards, etc.

1.1.2 **Involve internal stakeholders in strategic implementation and adjustment.**
- The perspectives of Southeast Tech faculty, staff, and students were strongly leveraged in the development of this Strategic Vision Plan. As the Plan is implemented, it will by necessity evolve to meet changing regional dynamics and demands.
- For annual implementation assessments and adjustments, a team of leaders from faculty, staff, and student constituencies should be assembled and involved in discussions and decision-making on Southeast Tech’s priorities for the coming year, both internally and externally.

### 1.2 STUDENT EXPERIENCE AND RETENTION

**GOAL:** Southeast Tech will provide a learning environment and support system designed to attract, engage, enrich, and retain its student population to enhance avenues for expanded infrastructure.

**TACTICAL OPPORTUNITIES:**

1.2.1 **Explore strategies to provide students a more “collegiate” experience at Southeast Tech.**
- While it faces several constraints to offering a college experience such as those offered at four-year universities, Southeast Tech should continue to explore options to improve student engagement through additional student-focused programs and environments. The Institute offers programs such as student clubs, professional student organizations, student government, suite-style campus apartments, Southeast Tech intramural leagues in partnership with the University of Sioux Falls, and a new 500-seat auditorium. It is also important that these existing assets be upgraded whenever possible with new equipment and amenities. For example, it is not enough to provide a student lounge; the space must be welcoming and comfortable as well.
- To complement existing programs and amenities, the Institute should consider creating a Student Experience Task Force comprised principally of student leaders, but also top faculty and staff. The Task Force would work with administration to leverage best-practices research and information on how to enhance the Southeast Tech “experience” under the current parameters of its governance and funding. A resulting Student Experience Strategy would be advanced under the framework of Southeast Tech’s Vision Plan. Resourcing for development of preferred amenities could be incorporated into the capital resource campaign proposed in Goal 4 of this Vision Plan.
- The Institute could also consider exploring and leveraging new partnerships with local and/or non-local higher-educational institutions and other partners to offer additional extracurricular activities for students. This could include teaming with local health care employers to explore the possibility of an on-campus gym or other amenities.

1.2.2 **Continue to improve student success and retention.**
- With a critical shortage of qualified regional workers and available space in certain degree programs, Southeast Tech is correctly focused on ensuring the retention of all its current
students. Programs such as the Student Success Center, childcare facilities, tutoring, student counseling, and others provide a strong base of support for student retention.

- As the largest student organization on campus, the Southeast Tech Student Government Association’s (SGA) mission is to ensure the “democratic will” of the student body is expressed in Institute affairs. The SGA must serve a critical role in efforts to foster student success and retention, in addition to helping to advance other components of the Strategic Vision Plan. It will be important to not only leverage the SGA as currently configured, but also determine how the organization could be even more impactful if enhanced.

- The existing Student Ambassador program provides opportunities for Southeast Tech students to represent the Institute in a number of contexts. Consideration should be given to further leveraging Student Ambassadors through development of a mentorship program for interested students. Ambassadors could help guide and counsel fellow students through the rigors of life inside and out of the classroom and help advance student retention goals.

- New enrollment specifications based on the Entrance Requirement Action Project should be effectively implemented to ensure that students enter Southeast Tech more prepared to succeed. The Institute’s Student Retention Toolkit should also continue to be evaluated in order to engage in continuous improvement of its offerings.

- Importantly, all opportunities to work with the business community to expand the number of internship slots should be pursued to ensure students are motivated to complete their degree programs and enter the workforce. Engagement with business people could also extend to the potential creation of mentorship, job shadowing, and other programs to connect students with private sector leaders. Opportunities to expand experiential learning will make students more career-ready and reduce the need for extensive on-the-job training upon hiring.

- Ultimately, success in engaging and retaining students will support a priority institutional goal of increasing enrollment; this will be discussed in more detail in Goal 2, Marketing and Recruitment.

1.3 INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING AND EXCELLENCE

GOAL: Southeast Tech will meet and exceed established standards for faculty, programmatic, and facilities requirements as an equal leader in local and state visioning for technical education.

TACTICAL OPPORTUNITIES:

1.3.1 Ensure that Southeast Tech effectively develops, retains, and attracts top faculty and staff.

- As noted, Southeast Tech annually surveys faculty and staff to assess their opinions, concerns, needs, and hopes for the future. As the retention of students must continue to be an Institute priority, Southeast Tech must also ensure faculty and staff are satisfied, motivated, and have the tools necessary to be effective.

- Faculty-and staff retention strategies should be pursued based on expressed perspectives and preferences from surveys and formal discussions with administrators. Support programs, technology, supplies, and infrastructure should continue to be incorporated into institutional
planning and budgeting. Assessments should periodically be made of benchmark technical institutes to determine faculty and staff retention activities for adoption by Southeast Tech.

- Formalized strategies should be developed to provide leadership development opportunities for Southeast Tech faculty and staff, including ongoing training and mentorship programs. Organizational charts for departments and the Institute as a whole should be transparent and logical. Purposeful succession planning should be pursued to foster leadership sustainability.
- Existing pipelines to secure new faculty should be optimized to ensure that Institute programs are effectively staffed. Marketing and relationship-building tactics proposed in this Strategic Vision Plan should also be leveraged as necessary not only for student attraction but also to identify and secure the services of top faculty candidates. Resource Sustainability (Goal 4.0) dynamics should acknowledge and incorporate requirements to compensate faculty at levels necessary to effectively compete with private sector opportunities.

1.3.2 Maintain faculty certifications and accreditation through the Higher Learning Commission (HLC) via the Academic Quality Improvement Program (AQIP).

- Southeast Tech was officially accepted into the Higher Learning Commission AQIP process for accreditation in December 2006. Since that time, the Institute has formalized a comprehensive institutional self-assessment process inclusive of multiple internal and external components, including a Continuous Quality Framework, Self-Directed Quality Improvement Program, and annual Strategic Planning.
- The recommendations in this Strategic Vision Plan are supportive of but not directed towards accreditation. It is assumed that Southeast Tech officials will continue to structure an eight-year cycle of institutional assessment and enhancement to comply with HLC prescriptions. Annually revisiting Vision Plan implementation and identifying necessary adjustments and enhancements should support the broader goals of Southeast Tech’s strategic vision while also accomplishing phased tasks required under the HLC process.
- The potential exists to leverage existing or reconfigured teams and committees empaneled under the auspices of AQIP to serve the further purpose of supporting and advancing strategic activities proposed by this Vision Plan.

1.3.3 Continue planning, resourcing, and implementing efforts to provide state-of-the-art facilities and technology to Southeast Tech students.

- Institutional planning in support of AQIP and the mandate to maximize Southeast Tech’s impact on regional workforce development by leveraging all available and potential state resources will continue under the framework of the Strategic Vision Plan. This not only includes program development (discussed in detail in Goal 3), but also all efforts to identify and fulfill future facilities and technology needs.
- Enhanced relationships bolstered by more effective institutional marketing and supported by enhanced resource development will help optimize Southeast Tech’s campus and technological capacity to best serve its students and Sioux Falls area businesses.
- In order to ensure that its planning is informed by future training demands and dynamics, Southeast Tech should research the social, environmental, educational, and technological factors expected to impact the future of technical education. The changes that have occurred since the Institute’s founding can serve as the foundation of the assessment.
2.0 Marketing and Recruitment

Comparatively flat enrollment rates at Southeast Tech in the face of unprecedented regional labor demand ratchets up the urgency for the Institute to elevate its market profile in the minds of potential students and those who influence their matriculation decisions. Growing the Institute’s student enrollment rates must be a key outcome of the Vision Plan process.

Input participants noted that South Dakota’s other technical institutes more aggressively promote their presence and programs to individuals and companies, whether through in-person engagements, multimedia campaigns, or word-of-mouth referrals. While this can partially be attributed to the greater role these institutes play in communities without the population or employment diversity of Sioux Falls – and the resulting increased promotional capacity – Southeast Tech must nevertheless redouble efforts to connect with K-12 districts, guidance counselors and parents, employers, alumni, state and local officials, and other voices who can direct students to a future at Southeast Tech. Plugging into existing campaigns such as Build Dakota, Dakota Roots, SD MyLife, and others can reduce marketing costs, expand the breadth of Southeast Tech efforts, and improve the coordination of external messaging. On the private sector side, the latest Forward Sioux Falls work plan – a partnership of the Sioux Falls Area Chamber of Commerce and Sioux Falls Development Foundation (SFDF) – is strongly focused on workforce development as a key regional strategy and identifies Southeast Tech as a critical partner in these efforts. Ultimately, Southeast Tech should leverage not only its professional marketing and student recruitment personnel but also staff, faculty, and current students themselves as a “salesforce” to promote the Institute to potential students and those who influence them.

2.1 ADVOCATES AND INFLUENCERS

**GOAL:** Southeast Tech will effectively leverage individuals and partnerships to inform and influence student decision making.

**TACTICAL OPPORTUNITIES:**

2.1.1 Inform marketing efforts by incorporating the perspectives and preferences of high school student leaders.

- It would benefit Southeast Tech to leverage the perspectives and preferences of its potential student population as well as its existing enrollees.
- Efforts should be undertaken to work with regional public and private high schools to identify top student candidates for membership on a Student Advisory Committee. Membership would be changed annually.
- The Committee would be leveraged to inform both Institutional Management in terms of campus environment and amenities as well as Marketing and Promotion to ensure that potential Southeast Tech students are effectively engaged and recruited. These perspectives could help inform enhancement of Visitation Day and other high school marketing efforts.
Efforts to promote Southeast Tech to high school students and secure commitments from potential enrollees could include celebrating and highlighting successes of high school students in dual-enrollment programs and career-supportive courses as well as publicizing the value of students’ internships, job shadowing, and other programs.

2.1.2 Refine and expand the process to best reach and leverage high school teachers and counselors.

- Building and maintaining relationships with those in secondary education who can effectively direct potential students to Southeast Tech will require dedicated capacity to initiate and sustain these partnerships. Thus, it is proposed that Southeast Tech hire a High School Liaison to manage these ongoing relationships. Alternatively, the Institute could determine if the current Southeast Tech dual credit coordinator working with regional high schools can accommodate an expanded student-recruitment and relationship-building role.
- The Liaison or Dual Credit Coordinator would pursue strong working relationships with faculty and counselors in all public and private regional high schools. This would entail outreach not only during regular school hours, but also at after-school and summer sessions, engagements, meetings, and other venues.
- Through these relationships, the Liaison or Coordinator would regularly provide high school “influencers” with the information on current and planned Southeast Tech programs necessary to ensure they can effectively guide their students and advisees towards successful higher educational paths.
- It is likely that the Liaison or Coordinator will be charged with administering and managing the Pre-K to 12 administrator and faculty communications mechanism proposed in Action 3.1.2.

2.1.3 Determine the most effective way to communicate to and support parents of potential Southeast Tech students.

- A purposeful outreach process should be conducted to identify and communicate with parent leaders in Sioux Falls area schools. District faculty, administrators, staff, and students could serve as effective bridges between Southeast Tech officials and key local parent leaders.
- Once identified, these parents should be leveraged as valuable advisors to help design a formal and sustainable outreach and communications process for Southeast Tech to effectively engage and leverage parents to discuss technical education opportunities with their children.
- It is likely that a plan will need to be developed to create data-supported talking points to enable Southeast Tech officials to positively influence parents on technical education programs and prospects. This information can then be utilized by parents in their discussions with other parents and students.
- As Southeast Tech evolves its working relationships with parents, opportunities to formalize parent engagement through some type of advisory council or curriculum to inform outreach and discussions should be assessed and pursued as necessary.

2.1.4 Better utilize Southeast Tech alumni as promoters and supporters of the institution.

- More robust capacity should be created at Southeast Tech to ensure that graduates of the Institute can serve as effective advocates for technical education in the Sioux Falls area and
beyond. While a Southeast Tech Alumni Association is referenced on the Institute's website and a Facebook link to the Association is provided, no posts have been made to the page since January 2013 and the link to the Association page on the Southeast Tech site is not functioning.

- It would benefit Southeast Tech to reinvigorate its Alumni Association, potentially through the hiring of a full-time alumni coordinator. Incentives for alumni participation could include local shopping discounts, lower-cost access to continuing education classes or tuition for children and spouses, full access to Institute libraries and online resources, and others. At the very least, some type of Alumni Board could be created and leveraged to complement the annual Outstanding Alumni Award program. Consideration could also be given to rebranding the Association and more effectively utilizing alumni to provide testimonials for Southeast Tech.

- Additional opportunities to engage Southeast Tech alumni could include an alumni newsletter, dedicated web page or portal on the Southeast Tech website, and special events and social get-togethers. Institute faculty and staff could also serve as important resources to identify key alumni to connect with to support the Southeast Tech.

- Alumni should be strongly leveraged by the Southeast Tech Foundation in the capital campaign proposed in Goal 4 of this Vision Plan in addition to engagement in student attraction and retention, program and partnership development, and multiple other strategic areas.

2.2 CAMPAIGN DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT

**GOAL:** Southeast Tech will remodel its multi-media campaign to include innovative efforts in the promotion of the school to regional and non-local audiences.

**TACTICAL OPPORTUNITIES:**

2.2.1 Commit resources to refresh Southeast Tech’s marketing message and campaign.

- Based on the assessments of this Strategic Vision Plan process, the message of Southeast Tech’s student and community benefit could be more strongly and convincingly articulated.

- While a full strategic marketing development process is likely not necessary, it would still benefit the Institute to conduct targeted stakeholder outreach to inform a refreshed promotional message and campaign. The efficacy of media utilized for the existing campaign should be assessed as part of this stakeholder engagement process. Existing and proposed advisory committees and task forces proposed in this Vision Plan should also be leveraged in the research process. Based on stakeholder feedback, Southeast Tech could consider focusing a promotional message on a particular niche that most powerfully communicates the Institute’s purpose and capacity. This message could then be customized as necessary for particular audiences and constituency groups.

- As part of the refreshing of Southeast Tech’s marketing programs, its Tech Ed Works for Me campaign with Forward Sioux Falls should also be assessed and optimized.

- A key resource to inform and activate Southeast Tech’s marketing campaign is the Institute’s faculty. The most impactful role for instructors in determining messaging, markets, and “influencers” to leverage in communicating the value of Southeast Tech programs should be assessed and incorporated into campaign design and implementation. Staff should work with
faculty consistently to ensure they understand their roles, are effectively supported, and can serve as partners to optimize campaign efficacy based on results of marketing efforts.

- Ultimately, research and communications will inform the development of Southeast Tech’s new promotional campaign and multi-media platforms leveraged to disseminate the message. There is also the potential to target program-specific student “markets” to better differentiate value messaging and communicate specifics of course content, post-graduate employment opportunities, and other information. For example, a sub-campaign could focus on students or markets specific to CTE, Anatomy and Physiology, and other degree categories.

2.2.2 Implement and evolve the Southeast Tech marketing campaign.

- In addition to supporting relationship-based marketing, it will require additional resources to more effectively communicate Southeast Tech’s benefit to key constituencies. Therefore, identification and development of additional resource opportunities as proposed in Goal 4 of this Vision Plan will be necessary.

- Southeast Tech should assess and improve the full breadth of its student recruitment process through more formalized goal-setting and accountability, enhanced relationship-building, and more strategic methods for “closing the deal” with admissions prospects.

- On an ongoing basis, the Southeast Tech Council Board, Program Advisory Committees and/or Task Forces, business leaders, economic development entities like the Sioux Falls Development Foundation and Sioux Falls Area Chamber, secondary school officials, faculty, and advisors, parents, existing and potential students, and other existing/proposed communications entities should be leveraged to assess marketing campaign efficacy and to inform any adjustments to promotional messages, tools, and media.

- The roles of Southeast Tech admissions counselors and recruiters should be better defined and communicated to staff so that these positions can be complementary and most effectively serve the interests of student outreach, engagement, recruitment, and enrollment.

2.3 COORDINATED MESSAGING

**GOAL:** Southeast Tech will ensure its promotional efforts are supported by and coordinated with private business and all other municipal, regional, and statewide marketing efforts.

**TACTICAL OPPORTUNITIES:**

2.3.1 Regularly and effectively communicate Southeast Tech’s promotional programming to key partners.

- With South Dakota and its metropolitan areas experiencing dire workforce shortages, efforts to promote the state and regions to talent – both internal to South Dakota and outside the state – are pervasive. These include the City of Sioux Falls’ “Sioux Falls Has Jobs” campaign, the aforementioned Tech Ed Works for Me program and other Forward Sioux Falls efforts, and statewide initiatives such as Build Dakota, Dakota Roots, and SD MyLife.

- To the extent that partner campaigns do or would incorporate institute-specific content, Southeast Tech should continuously ensure that this content is reflective of the Institute’s
current messaging and programmatic offerings. Ways in which Southeast Tech’s value proposition can best be communicated through partner campaigns, including effective differentiation of the Institute’s mission and programmatic focus, should also be articulated.

- Southeast Tech representatives should therefore maintain constant communications with all key promotional partners to optimize current content and advocate for inclusion of Southeast Tech in targeted marketing efforts. Southeast Tech should also strive to take a leadership position during the development and implementation of community, regional, and state visioning process to ensure that the Institute’s perspectives and priorities are reflected in these initiatives.
3.0 Programs and Partnerships

Ultimately, the efficacy of Southeast Tech’s role in greater Sioux Falls’ workforce development system will come down to the degrees, certificates, and specialized training programs it offers and how aligned they are with regional employer needs. As such, the creation, resourcing, and optimization of training programs must continue to be a defensible, formalized process, albeit with enhanced use and reporting of data and analysis. To best inform program development and articulation, more must be done to strengthen existing relationships, develop new partnerships, and explore more formalized agreements that can increase matriculation rates, provide improved transferability of course credits, and bolster graduate output and placement rates in the Sioux Falls area’s most in-demand occupations. While some input participants and Institute personnel lobbied for Southeast Tech to have more of a programmatic specialization, that ambition is difficult in a Sioux Falls area economy much more diverse than the other technical institute communities. That said, the school would benefit from more directly and effectively articulating its programmatic vision. A reinvigorated and refocused Southeast Tech Alumni Association could play a key role in multiple aspects of program and partnership development.

3.1 RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

**GOAL:** Southeast Tech will secure and sustain dynamic partnerships to co-author training to meet evolving industry needs.

**TACTICAL OPPORTUNITIES:**

3.1.1 Develop and manage productive relationships with Sioux Falls area companies and business groups.

- Southeast Tech leverages business representatives for service on the Sioux Falls School Board, Southeast Tech Council, and Program Advisory Committees for specific program areas. However, some regional leaders feel that it is difficult to sustain high levels of employer participation in these groups, especially on committees that inform curriculum development. A number of stakeholders proposed the use of more ad hoc, short-term Task Forces to inform program and curriculum development.

- An initial step towards optimizing Southeast Tech’s relationships with business people will be to fully assess and catalogue all existing formal and informal relationships between the school and area companies. The inventory should include companies participating as program-development advisors, Advisory Board and Committee members, and those committing resources to the Institute.

- Southeast Tech will reach out to existing and potential business partners to assess their preference for sustainable engagement with the Institute. This should also include working with the Sioux Falls Development Foundation and Sioux Falls Chamber as key conduits to private sector leaders. The current Southeast Tech Council should be leveraged in these discussions and decisions. Based on this feedback, a process and protocol should be established to
formalize sustainable private-sector partnerships for all Southeast Tech departments. These could even be program-specific if necessary.

- Partnerships with private sector entities and representatives should go beyond the provision of resources and participation in curriculum development and enhancement. Business partners should also be encouraged to help promote Southeast Tech, communicate the value and importance of the Institute, and improve its image among colleagues and formal and informal professional networks.

- Southeast Tech faculty can be an important resource for private sector relationship-building. Performance and accountability measures could be applied to faculty assessments that incorporate connections made with regional businesses. To support this mandate, Southeast Tech could provide compensated time every week or month for faculty to connect with businesses that hire Institute graduates and build relationships with employers. Through this outreach, faculty could add further value by building bridges between potential private-sector funders and the Southeast Tech Foundation.

- To best sustain the chosen business partnership model, Southeast Tech should consider creating a top-level Administrative position to develop and coordinate Business Relationships. The position would be principally responsible for ensuring the Institute's partnerships with Sioux Falls area businesses are strong and sustainable. To inform ongoing outreach and relationships with companies in the region, the administrator would manage a database of Sioux Falls areas employers categorized by business sector. He or she would also regularly communicate with business volunteers to ensure that formal relationships with company representatives and the Institute are as productive as possible. Consideration could also be given to expanding the role of the administrator to serve as an Institutional Effectiveness Officer.

3.1.2 **Formalize a mechanism to regularly communicate with local and regional school districts.**

- Broadening its relationship with Sioux Falls Public Schools and other districts in the region would help Southeast Tech strengthen its role in the regional workforce development “pipeline.” An initial step would be to research and catalogue existing relationships. This will entail surveying Southeast Tech faculty, staff, and administration to build a spreadsheet of current formal and informal working relationships between the Institute and all regional public and private districts and schools.

- Based on this inventory, key Pre-K to 12 representatives should be identified to help assess existing relationships and discuss and inform the development of an ongoing communications format between Southeast Tech and local districts. These could include regular meetings of a discussion roundtable, more specialized communications committees, annual summits, or some other function. It is especially important for Southeast Tech to optimize relationships and partnerships with career and technical education (CTE) program representatives in all regional districts.

- The chosen communications tool(s) should inform ongoing working relationships between Southeast Tech and its public and private primary, elementary, and secondary school partners. This would include maintenance of an ongoing relationships spreadsheet initiated during the research phase of this action. These relationships would be leveraged to inform and optimize creation and management of joint programming between Southeast Tech and regional districts.
3.2 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

**GOAL:** Southeast Tech will design and deliver cutting-edge training to effectively support economic growth and workforce advancement.

**TACTICAL OPPORTUNITIES:**

### 3.2.1 More intentionally and publically utilize data to inform program development.

- Training programs at Southeast Tech are not created in a data vacuum. However, many stakeholders are not aware of the data used to inform degree development nor the quantitative assessments used to refine them on an ongoing basis.
- Southeast Tech would benefit from institutionalizing protocols for the use of data in program development/enhancement and commit to greater public transparency in reporting these data and how they are utilized.

### 3.2.2 Continue processes to provide the optimal catalogue of Southeast Tech degree programs.

- Southeast Tech offers 50 unique degree programs; most are designated as Associate of Applied Science (AAS) degrees. While, as noted, some feel that Southeast Tech should become more specialized in its training, this is not consistent with the demands of the Sioux Falls area’s diverse economy. Even so, Southeast Tech would benefit from better articulating this reality to stakeholders across the region. There may also be a benefit in more directly aligning with the target industry categories pursued by the region’s Forward Sioux Falls economic development marketing program.
- Through the auspices of this Strategic Vision Plan, Southeast Tech should continue to conduct evaluations of current degree programs and leverage existing and proposed relationships with businesses to identify new training opportunities and enhancements to existing programs. This includes partnerships with regional high schools to design and offer dual-degree options and “2+2” training programs for students looking to transition more quickly into the regional workforce after graduation. During the Vision Plan’s input process, multiple stakeholders noted that Southeast Tech should pursue development of an Agriculture Technology division with associated programming. This opportunity should be assessed as a component of strategic implementation.

### 3.2.3 Maximize short-term and customizable training opportunities at the Training Solutions Institute (TSI).

- TSI is a critical regional resource that provides students with certifications or licensure, individual skills development, and customized/contract training for companies and organizations. Training Solutions’ flexibility and responsiveness makes it an important partner for economic development professionals and businesses looking to upskill their current workforce or accommodate additional hiring. Expanding program development to enhance experiential learning opportunities will support employer needs while also providing students with valuable real-world knowledge and exposure.
- The Strategic Assessment process revealed that many survey participants from the business community were unaware of the customizable programming opportunities available at TSI. Training Solutions and its programs should be integral components of the marketing and
promotional activities proposed in Goal 2 of this Vision Plan, potentially including customized strategies to promote TSI programs and opportunities.

- Southeast Tech’s academic AAS programs and the certifications, licensure, and company-specific training provided by TSI should be seen as a complementary continuum of services rather than separate resources and be planned as such. Relationship building with industry should therefore involve directing companies towards the training solution most appropriate to their needs.

- Through TSI, Southeast Tech could explore the development and provision of “stackable” credentials that would enable individuals to build a customized portfolio of skill sets based on their personal career paths and acquisition timeframes.

- TSI could also gauge local interest in developing certification “academies” similar to Mitchell Tech’s Leadership Academy or Coding Boot Camps.

3.2.4 **Continue to provide “gateway” services for Sioux Falls area individuals to enter the regional workforce.**

- In addition to its AAS and TSI programs, Southeast Tech staffs the state-funded Hovland Learning Center, an independent learning lab providing self-paced and group classes to meet the needs of students looking to become more employable. In addition to basic skill development, Hovland offers Adult Education and Literacy (AEL) and English as a Second Language (ESL) services as well as training for GED attainment.

- With the recent closing of Kilian Community College, non-traditional Sioux Falls area students lost a key resource for skills acquisition and development. Through the Hovland Learning Center, Southeast Tech has the opportunity to satisfy these services for both native- and foreign-born residents. Southeast Tech should therefore seek to work with Lutheran Social Services of South Dakota, the Multi-Cultural Center, and other partners to direct interested individuals towards programs providing important “gateway” skills for entering the local workforce.

- Because of its growing number of ESL and English language learner (ELL) students, Southeast Tech should consider providing dedicated capacity at the Student Success Center to better support these populations and liaison with other Institute departments and faculty. These services would help students transitioning from Kilian Community College as well as clients of the Hovland Learning Center.

- There are also opportunities to expand and/or replicate innovative programs like the Training Solutions Institute’s partnership with the City of Sioux Falls Workforce Development that led to the development of a pilot program for Immigrant/Refugee Awareness and Skills Training.
3.3 PROGRAM ARTICULATION

**GOAL:** Southeast Tech will continuously and creatively seek expanded avenues to provide students with degree transferability options.

**TACTICAL OPPORTUNITIES:**

3.3.1 Pursue potential articulation partnerships with public and private South Dakota colleges and universities.

- Currently, Southeast Tech has degree-articulation agreements with regional public and private colleges. Select Southeast Tech programs are transferable to private institutions including Bellevue University, Dakota Wesleyan University, Mount Marty College, Presentation College, and the University of Sioux Falls. On the public side, a number of Southeast Tech healthcare programs are transferable to the University of South Dakota, which also has reverse articulation agreements with Southeast Tech\(^1\). South Dakota State has articulation agreements with Southeast Tech for ten programs across a spectrum of subject areas\(^2\).

- Southeast Tech should continue to seek and enhance articulation agreements with regional colleges, while fully exploring new degree-transfer partnership opportunities with state four-year institutions. Approval of course articulation rests with the institution that is receiving the credits, so that poses a challenge to Southeast Tech’s attempts to transfer additional degree programs. In addition to a consistent, continued focus on private college articulation partnerships, Southeast Tech and its allies should work with the Board of Regents to ensure that public universities understand the benefit of degree transfer agreements and approve them as appropriate. It will also be important to more broadly strengthen and sustain Southeast Tech’s relationship with South Dakota’s Board of Regents, even if the passage of Amendment R permanently obviates a potential Regents’ takeover of the state’s technical college system. An ultimate goal of these partnerships should be to eliminate any “us versus them” mentalities that may persist between Southeast Tech and four-year institutions.

- Opportunities exist to pursue articulation agreements for specific courses without necessarily securing transferability for the full complement of classes required for degree attainment. Currently, most of Southeast Tech’s general courses already transfer to regional colleges and universities. The Institute should work closely with all higher educational partners, including the South Dakota Public Universities and Research Center (University Center), to explore all viable course-articulation opportunities. Even Southeast Tech courses that train for career-specific skills could have demonstrated applicability to a degree-track program at a four-year institution if arguably defensible.

- Southeast Tech should utilize current and proposed marketing, outreach, and relationship-building activities to promote degree-articulation agreements and programs to potential students.

---

\(^1\) [http://www.usd.edu/health-sciences/health-sciences-major/sti-articulation-agreements](http://www.usd.edu/health-sciences/health-sciences-major/sti-articulation-agreements)

\(^2\) [http://www.sdstate.edu/academic/resource/seti-articulation-agreements.cfm](http://www.sdstate.edu/academic/resource/seti-articulation-agreements.cfm)
4.0 Resource Sustainability

If Southeast Tech is to fulfill its mission and vision, it must have the resources necessary to accomplish these goals. The November 2016 statewide public vote on Amendment R will recognize technical institutes in South Dakota for the first as distinct higher educational entities and could be the start of a process to increase their direct state allocations and expand their flexibility to identify and pursue additional sources of revenue. Currently, however, the most viable means for Southeast Tech to expand its capacity to develop programs, enhance the student experience, finance new and renovated facilities, and market its offerings is to receive public, private, and philanthropic contributions through a more aggressive leveraging of the Southeast Tech Foundation, among other strategies. Success will partially be determined by the ability of Southeast Tech to be seen and embraced by the community as a more dynamic regional asset; this will be affected by relationship-building and marketing tactics featured earlier in this Strategic Vision Plan.

4.1 LEGISLATION AND POLICY

**GOAL:** Southeast Tech will support and influence efforts to reform technical institute governance and funding in South Dakota.

**TACTICAL OPPORTUNITIES:**

4.1.1 **Effectively promote the passage of Amendment R in November 2016.**

- South Dakota's workforce crisis has increased the pressure on lawmakers to reform the state's technical institute system. This has led to the placement on the November 2016 ballot of a constitutional referendum (Amendment R) officially recognizing the distinctive status of South Dakota's two-year technical institutions.

- Southeast Tech will assume a leadership position with its sister institutes and other partners to promote Amendment R and launch a public awareness campaign in support of its passage. The perspectives of all South Dakota technical institutes should be reflected in campaign dynamics to present a united front advocating for the amendment.

4.1.2 **Engage and leverage partnerships to design and advance future statewide legislative efforts.**

- Passage of Amendment R would be the first step of a longer-term process to position technical education in South Dakota for success. Establishing technical institutes as separate and distinct entities would naturally lead to opportunities to optimize their governance and funding.

- Southeast Tech should continue to position itself as a key partner to inform, identify, design, promote, and help pass legislation to level the playing field for South Dakota technical institutes with two-year training institutions in competitor states.
4.2 GRANTS AND PHILANTHROPY

**GOAL:** Southeast Tech will consistently and aggressively pursue resources from philanthropic, institutional, and governmental funders.

**TACTICAL OPPORTUNITIES:**

4.2.1 **Maximize the impact of the Southeast Tech Foundation.**
- The current purpose of the Foundation is to secure resources for student scholarships. To leverage it as the principal fundraising tool supporting the implementation of Southeast Tech’s strategic vision, the Foundation’s mission will need to be broadened to include responsibilities for satisfying or allaying costs for multiple expenditure categories. It will also need additional capacity to be able to accommodate this enhanced role.
- The Southeast Tech Foundation Board should be fully leveraged in discussions on the entity’s current and proposed contributions to the resourcing of the Institute’s strategic needs and opportunities. The Southeast Tech Alumni Association should also be a key partner in supporting the Foundation in identifying and pursuing philanthropic opportunities and investments.

4.2.2 **Continue identifying and securing high-impact governmental and non-profit grants.**
- Southeast Tech has demonstrated success in seeking out, applying for, and winning competitive grant awards. These funds are important supplements to dedicated sources and can often make or break the Institute’s ability to capitalize new programs and initiatives.
- Consideration should be given to retaining or creating a position to pursue and secure grants from all eligible sources. This could take the form of hiring a full-time professional grant writer or coordinator at Southeast Tech or its Foundation. In addition, the Institute should continue to reach out to all potential partners to explore opportunities to jointly apply for high-dollar grants.

4.3 RESOURCE CAMPAIGN

**GOAL:** The Southeast Tech Foundation will secure ongoing contributions to enhance the Institute’s capacity to prepare the region’s workforce.

**TACTICAL OPPORTUNITIES:**

4.3.1 **Build support for the initiation and launch of a Southeast Tech resource campaign.**
- While the other South Dakota technical institutes leverage resource campaigns to supplement state funding and tuition receipts, their location in smaller, less economically diverse communities raises their profiles as critically important local assets. This increases the likelihood that resource campaigns will be supported and successful.
- The Institute should utilize the Southeast Tech Foundation to fund implementation of this Strategic Vision Plan. This would entail repurposing or replacing the Foundation’s Annual Fund
drive and, as noted, expanding its mission beyond scholarship funding to include a focus on new staff, programs, and facilities.

- Relationship building and promotional efforts proposed in this Vision Plan will ideally help Southeast Tech enhance its community standing and perceived value in the Sioux Falls area. This will be necessary to lay the groundwork for an institutional resource campaign.

- Before publically announcing its campaign, Southeast Tech should reach out to regional governmental, economic development, and educational and workforce partners to enlist support for a future effort. This will be necessary because many of these entities could be concerned that a Southeast Tech resource campaign would adversely affect their own fundraising. To this point, Southeast Tech should consider timing its resource campaign to offset the resource-development efforts of other key Sioux Falls area partners.

**4.3.2 Design, implement, and sustain a Southeast Tech resource campaign.**

- While either a new or expanded resource campaign for Southeast Tech would be unique to the institution, it would be instructive to research and assess the campaigns of other South Dakota technical institutes as well as those from out-of-state technical institutes to inform its dynamics. It may also be necessary to secure the assistance of a professional fundraising firm to support the Southeast Tech Foundation’s efforts. Above all, Southeast Tech’s strategic vision should be effectively communicated to potential funders with the benefits they will receive from their contributions clearly conveyed. It should also be noted that it may take time to demonstrate results and that patience will be necessary.

- A number of proposed actions in this Vision Plan can serve a dual purpose of linking Southeast Tech with potential contributors to a resource campaign. These are principally the relationship-building activities with businesses and alumni. These opportunities should be incorporated as components of a Southeast Tech resource campaign. Many leaders commenting on the Institute’s opportunities for capacity enhancement singled out alumni as the most obvious and untapped source of philanthropy.

- Though some institutional resource campaigns are conducted annually, many are initiated in multi-year cycles. During the outreach and research phases of campaign design, Southeast Tech should determine the optimal frequency of its fundraising to ensure that receipts are not only sustainable but also sensitive to the campaigns of regional partners.
CONCLUSION

Southeast Technical Institute serves an indispensable role in the development of a competitive regional workforce in Sioux Falls. It is the best positioned, most experienced, and accomplished asset the region can leverage to align workforce training with the ongoing needs of regional businesses. Looking to the future, Southeast Tech is the appropriate Sioux Falls area entity to provide two-year credit programs that articulate to regional colleges and universities. It has a proven track record and can be even more important once its governance issues are effectively addressed.

The four strategic goal areas proposed in this Vision Plan are all important and interrelated. It will be difficult to achieve success in one without effective advancements of the others. This is principally due to challenges resulting from limited state and local resources. While this dynamic is changing – especially if a referendum is passed in fall 2016 to officially recognize these institutions – the current reality remains that the institutes are largely on their own to enhance their capacity and ability to positively affect local training pipelines. The degree to which the public and private sectors of their home communities provide support above and beyond state contributions will largely determine the institutes’ ability to help address crippling workforce shortages across South Dakota.

In Southeast Tech’s case, its location in the state’s most populous and economically diverse region complicates matters in terms of building improved awareness and engagement of community partners. However, the legacy and promise demonstrated by Southeast Tech over its history, its strong programmatic offerings and ever-expanding campus facilities and technology, and other notable factors make the school an indispensable cog in the Sioux Falls area’s workforce training systems and worthy of greater support and commitments from partners across the region.

In the end, the core questions informing this Strategic Vision Plan process – “what does Southeast Tech want to be?” and “what does the region need it to be?” – are not static but rather ongoing and evolving concerns with correspondingly fluid strategic realities, challenges, and opportunities. By institutionalizing partnerships and communications processes through existing and proposed tools contained in this Vision Plan, Southeast Tech will ensure that these questions are asked and answered on an ongoing basis. Importantly, these discussions cannot be limited to internal stakeholders. Southeast Tech must expand the breadth of voices contributing to its living strategy to include a broader array of clients, partners, and current and potential students.